Parent Voice Minutes
27th March 2017

Present:

Chair: Steve McNair
Secretary: Gill Platt
In attendance:
Katherine Patterson (KP) Lucy Owen (LO) Emma Andrew (EA) , Janet Williams (JW)
Rachel Rosevear (RR) (CO) Jessica Jeffrey (JJ)
Apologies:

Kunjan Sembhi (KS) Louise Samways (LS)

Welcome & Introductions.
Steve welcomed everyone that came.

Minutes arising of the Previous Meeting
The minutes of the meeting on 7th February were agreed and signed off as a correct
record.
Jessica has posted on Facebook about needing more members.
Steve and Lucy are going to attend the forthcoming Parents Evenings.
Dropbox is set up for everyone to use with minutes etc.
Dogs and Signs will be in AOB
Louse is following up about the school photos and potentially changing who does
them.
SM will speak to DJ about the IPad survey and where this is up too.
Principles Questions: questions and answers need to be put together, then they will
go out. DJ has a new PA so it was suggested that she does this.
Agenda Item 3
It was discussed about having a Parent’s Meeting to raise the issues that the school
has about the lack of funding, to explain to the parents so they understand why things
are being done as they are or are now not happening.
The meeting would be taken by DJ and LS.
PV members to think of any questions they might have to help with the issue. It was
decide (after the next conversation) as SRE is more pressing to do that meeting first
and follow on with a funding meeting another term.
School would like some help and parental input with SRE, It was decided that at the
next meeting on Thursday 25th May (not 24th as previously mentioned) we will invite
parents to have some input on what is included. The date of this is now to be
confirmed by Steve, and also the nature of the meeting.

It will be RSE, relationship will be compulsory but not Sex Ed for the younger children
in Primary.
Primary meeting needs to be in Term 5 as it’s after this when it’s being taught to the
children.
KP would lead the meeting, she will give an introduction, we will then split into groups,
with a member of PV in each group, and KP will give each group a topic to cover, we
can then feed back with suggestions at the end.
JW will draft a letter to go out and a reminder will go on school comms. KP JW and
LO to work on the letter.

Agenda Item 4
We still need to recruit more parents, there’s YR 7 induction evening and Reception
Induction Evening, we need the dates of the Reception evening so we can arrange for
PV members to attend.

Agenda Item 5
SM’s son is leaving CCS so he will no longer be a parent and is resigning, he’s happy
to carry on until July, after that we need a new Chair Person.

AOB.
As a result of a meeting with Kajima and Mitie there is to be no dogs on site,
The issue of bikes and cycling in the grounds is going to the next meeting. Parking is
also going to be discussed at a user group meeting.
It is expected that catering will be in house by September, and with this there will be
the facility to make online payments for lunches etc.
It was asked if there will be another School Nurse, there is one now but she’s not at
school. There are two pastoral officers at school.
A concern was raised that when there was an issue at school, teachers did not get
back to the parent concerned and she felt that it was not treated seriously and dealt
with appropriately.

DATE OF NEXT MEETINGS
Term 5
Term 6

Date to be confirmed by Steve (DJ)
Mon 3rd July 2017 (KP)

ACTION
Recruiting new members on Facebook or Parent’s Evenings
IPad Survey

DJ/SM

School photos

LS

Principles Question’s

SM/DJ

Questions needed for Funding Meeting – no date arranged yet
Funding Meeting for Future Date
RSE Meeting

ALL

ALL
DJ/LS

KP JW LO then

ALL

Induction Evenings

ANYONE

New Chair

ANYONE!

